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Xilisoft FLV to 3GP Converter is a video converter with a name that pretty much describes its purpose. It allows you to
transform FLV files into 3GP, a format supported by mobile phones. But it also supports images (GIF, PNG, JPG, BMP). The
tool comes with a clean and intuitive interface that allows you to add video clips via the file browser, folder tree or "drag and
drop" functionality. Handling multiple items simultaneously is possible. The file queue provides specific data about each entry
and this includes the file name, duration, target size and file type, along with status. By using default settings, you simply need to
select the output directory and profile, in order to initialize the encoding task. But if you prefer fiddling with audio and video
properties, then you can look over the codec, size, bit rate, frame rate, aspect ratio, quality, zoom mode, channels, volume and
expert settings (e.g. interlacing, noise reduction, predictor). Optionally, you can disable the audio stream. Plus, you can create a
new profile. Additionally, Xilisoft FLV to 3GP Converter lets you preview videos in a built-in media player and capture frames
(to JPG, PNG, BMP, GIF), as well as split clips by time or size. Also, you can customize the number of CPU cores used,
calculate the bit rate and enable a post-task action (e.g. hibernate or shut down computer). In the "Preferences" area you can
disable Xilisoft FLV to 3GP Converter from playing audio during previews, specify the default destination, snapshots folder
and snapshot format, as well as set the tool to automatically check for updates online and to run in normal or low priority in the
background. Settings can be restored to default. Xilisoft FLV to 3GP Converter uses a high amount of system resources to
encode a video in short time. It has a good response time and includes a help file, as well as supports multiple styles and
languages. Nevertheless, the image and sound quality of the output videos is not good. Also, Xilisoft FLV to 3GP Converter
failed to convert images during our testing. Installing the tool makes some modifications to the Windows registry that remain
after uninstall. Program updates are welcomed. Key Features: It is a powerful video converting tool with a well designed
interface that is easy to use. Supports advanced video
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The main aim of the FLV to 3GP Converter is to convert FLV videos to 3GP, an audio format supported by the majority of
mobile phones. The tool is suitable for short videos. Moreover, it works on Windows XP/2003, Vista, 7 and 8. Xilisoft FLV to
3GP Converter Activation Code is easy to use and offers a large number of options. In addition, the conversion program can
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also edit and convert FLV and other videos. In addition, it offers image conversion - including BMP, JPG, GIF, PNG and others
- and split option. Wondershare Video Converter is a simple to use tool that allows you to convert digital videos to numerous
different formats, as well as apply additional effects and transitions. Wondershare Video Converter supports a lot of different
multimedia formats. Among the most popular formats that the tool converts to are the following: FLV, AVI, M2TS, MOV,
MPEG, MP4, AVCHD, MPEG-4, VOB, 3GP, WMV, and TS. Also, the program can convert between various formats,
including music video, subtitles, and audio tracks. Wondershare Video Converter has an easy-to-use and attractive interface.
Plus, it supports drag & drop, crop, frames, and custom settings. When you import a video from a file, the system will create
thumbnails automatically. The tool lets you export videos to popular video formats, including HD video. In addition, it can help
you convert from some of the most popular audio formats, including AC3, AAC, AIFF, AU, FLAC, FLP, MP2, Ogg Vorbis,
MP3, AC3, AAC, AIFF, AU, FLAC, FLP, MP2, Ogg Vorbis, MPEG-4, MP3, ALAC, DTS, VQF, MP3, AAC, AC3, AIFF,
AU, FLAC, FLP, MP2, Ogg Vorbis, AAC, AC3, ALAC, DTS, VQF, MP3, MP4, AVI, ASF, WMV, and TS. Also, the program
can convert between different formats, including Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 and MAC OS formats. In addition, it can handle both
audio and video formats for nearly any format, so you can easily convert between any of the most 09e8f5149f
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Xilisoft FLV to AVI Converter (MOV) 1.1 Xilisoft FLV to AVI Converter (MOV) (also known as MovConverter Pro) is a
professional audio and video convert software for FLV video to AVI converter, FLV Converter, MOV converter, convert FLV
to MOV converter, FLV Video to AVI converter, MOV converter and convert FLV Video to MOV converter,... It is easy to use
convert FLV to AVI converter to transfer and edit video on Windows (XP, 2000, ME, 2003, Vista, 7, Server) using drag-anddrop interface and easy to use our free FLV to AVI converter, which can convert FLV videos to 3GP, MP4, WMV, MOV, AVI,
3GP, WMV, MOV or convert FLV to MP4, WMV, MOV, AVI, 3GP, MP4, GIF, BMP, PNG, TIFF, PSP, MOV and JPG video
or convert FLV video to MP4, MOV, AVI, 3GP, MP4, WMV, PSP, TIFF, BMP, GIF, etc. It is fully compatible with Windows
XP, Vista, and Windows 7, Windows 2000 and Windows ME. Xilisoft FLV to 3GP Converter Features: Convert FLV Videos to
3GP, MP4, MOV, AVI, WMV, and more The FLV to 3GP software can help you convert FLV videos to 3GP, and FLV videos
can be converted to 3GP or other formats. You can enjoy the converted video on mobile phones, mobile phones, 3GP players
and other media players. Convert FLV video and music The FLV video converter provides excellent performance, and it can
help you convert FLV video and music in batches. Convert FLV videos to DVD, iPod Video, iPhone, PSP, etc. With the FLV to
DVD program, you can play the converted video on a DVD player. It can support DVD-video and DVD-audio. Supports
Windows XP, 2000, 2003, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Me The converter supports almost all computer systems
running Windows OSs, such as Windows XP, 2000, 2003, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Me. Multiple output video,
audio

What's New In?
Xilisoft FLV to 3GP Converter is the software that will help to make of your videos your favorite movies. Xilisoft FLV to 3GP
Converter is very easy to use, with a very simple and practical interface. Whether you want to rip, rip and then convert or only
to convert, in any case, the Xilisoft FLV to 3GP Converter will not miss a beat. The user data is protected using the AES
algorithm. Xilisoft FLV to 3GP Converter is in our opinion the easiest solution to convert FLV files to 3GP. Thanks to Xilisoft
FLV to 3GP Converter you can convert video files from your PC to 3GP with ease. The video conversion from FLV to 3GP is
very easy. Xilisoft FLV to 3GP Converter is fully compatible with Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10. Xilisoft FLV to 3GP Converter
Features: Easy to use. Convert FLV to 3GP. Easy to use wizard mode. Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 (32 or 64 bit)
Video/Audio/Image/Picture/Mixed file conversion High quality results. Compression (Lossless) of video or audio
Audio/Video/Audio to Audio Image to JPG, PNG, BMP, GIF Video length and width adjustment. Image format (lossless).
Video crop. Image crop. Time span selection. Audio volume. Image quality. Image resizing. Video frame rate. Video resolution.
Video aspect ratio. Video brightness. Audio (mono/stereo) Audio quality. AutoLoop-Short (dual audio). Video codec. Video
frame size. Video (Audio/Video) bit rate. Video interlacing. Video frame rate. Video Color format. Video encoder. Video audio
(LPCM). Video resolution. Video framesize. Volume drop. Frame size adjustment. Video duration. Video packet size. Video
resolution. Video frame rate. Video size adjustment. Audio bitrate. Audio channels. Audio format. Duration (not include the
video). Video status. Video size. Video format. Video encoder. Video bit rate. Video fps. Audio
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System Requirements For Xilisoft FLV To 3GP Converter:
Minimum Requirements: OS: Windows 7 or later Processor: Dual Core Intel® Atom™ Memory: 2 GB RAM (4 GB
recommended) Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 4000 or Intel® HD Graphics 5000. NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 760/ NVIDIA
GeForce® GTX 970 recommended. AMD Radeon™ HD 7700 or NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 1060 recommended. Storage: 1
GB available space Additional Requirements: Remote Play* Compatible Video Game Systems include the following:
*Available on selected titles Additional Notes:
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